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AUTOMORPHISMS OF A FREE ASSOCIATIVE

ALGEBRA OF RANK 2. I

BY

ANASTASIA J. CZERNIAKIEWICZ

Abstract. Let Ä<2> = R<x, y} be the free associative algebra of rank 2, on the free

generators x and y, over R (R a field, a Euclidean domain, etc.). We prove that if <p

is an automorphism of R<2> that keeps (xy — yx) fixed (up to multiplication by an

element of R), then <p is tame, i.e. it is a product of elementary automorphisms of /?<2>.

This follows from a more general result about endomorphisms of Ä<2> via a theorem

due to H. Jung [6] concerning automorphisms of a commutative and associative

algebra of rank 2.

Introduction. Let F be a commutative domain with 1. We will further assume

that every invertible matrix with coefficients in F is a product of elementary

matrices (e.g. F a field, F a Euclidean domain). Let F<n> be the free associative

algebra of rank n over F.

It has been conjectured (see P. M. Cohn [1, p. 33]) that every F automorphism

of F<n> is tame (i.e. a product of elementary automorphisms of F<n>).

The conjecture has been proved true for a free Lie algebra by P. M. Cohn [3],

and for R(x,y), the free commutative and associative algebra of rank 2 (i.e. the

polynomial ring in 2 commuting indeterminates x and y) by Jung [6].

We shall prove here that a certain class of automorphisms of F<2> satisfies the

conjecture, namely that if F<x, y} is the free associative algebra over F, in the free

generators x and y, any automorphism <p that keeps (xy—yx) fixed (up to a scalar

multiple) is tame.

We also give a partial answer to the following question (see [4, p. 197]): If A

and B are two elements of F<2> so that [A, B] = X[x, y], X a unit of F, is it true that

A and B generate F<2>? We prove that the answer is "yes" if A=x + P, B=y+ Q,

where F and Q satisfy condition (iii) below.

The following is an outline of our proof.

Given <p e AutB (R(.x, y}) so that <p keeps (xy—yx) fixed, Jung's theorem allows

us to reduce the problem of proving that <p is tame to the case in which the canonical

projection of <p to R(x, y) is the identity. More generally we prove

_
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Theorem. If <p is an R-endomorphism of R(x, y} so that

(i) 9(x) = x + P(x,y), <p(j)=j+ Q(x,y),

(ii) [x+P,y+Q] = [x,y],and

(iii) F and Q are free of terms of zero and first degree and they do not contain

terms which are pure in "y",

then <p is an elementary automorphism o/F<2>.

This is proved using a result of P. M. Cohn about centralizers of homogeneous

polynomials of P<2> (see Lemma 1) and a purely combinatorial argument which

shows that the system of equations [F, j] + [x, Q] + [P, ß] = 0, with condition (iii)

for F and Q, has as the only solution F = 0, Q=fix).

It is still an open question whether any automorphism of F<2> will or will not

keep ixy—yx) fixed.

I want to express my gratitude to Professor Wilhelm Magnus, my thesis adviser,

whose suggestions and constant encouragement made this work possible. Let me

also express my thanks to the referee of this paper; in particular the notation used

here owes much to him.

Note. After this paper was written we have succeeded in proving that every

automorphism of F<x, y} is indeed tame. In fact we have proved that the

map Aut (F<x, j» -*- Aut (F(x, y)) induced by the abelianization functor is

a monomorphism, and this together with Jung's result for the polynomial

algebra gives the assertion for F<x, y~). The proof uses the techniques developed

in the present paper. See Automorphisms of a free associative algebra of

rank 2. II.

Definitions and notation. R(x, jz> = F<2> denotes the free associative algebra

of rank 2, over F, in the free generators x and y (i.e. the polynomials with co-

efficients in F, in the noncommuting indeterminates x and y). Every element of

F<2> will be called a polynomial.

Let F be a polynomial, then F can be written uniquely as

P = Po+P1+---+Pr

where P¡, z = 0, 1,..., r, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i. We write d(P)

= degree of P = r, provided Fr^0. F can also be written uniquely as

P = /><o>+/>u>+...+pw

where Pu),j=0, 1,..., s, is a polynomial that has constant degree in the variable

x and that degree is equal to / As a rule we will suppress the parentheses of an

upper index whenever there is no danger of confusion with an exponent.

If <p is an F-endomorphism of F<2> we assume <p(l)=l, which implies that

<P restricted to Rl<=R<2> is the identity of F. If <peEndB (R(.x, y}) then <p is

completely characterized by its values in x and y, i.e. <p(x) and <p(y) deter-

mine <p.
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The elementary automorphisms of R(x, y} are the following automorphisms:

(i) a e AutB (F<x, j», a(x)=y, a(y) = x,

(ii) 9Vs £ AutB (F<x, y}), a, ß units of F, <pa,a(x) = «x, <pa,ß(y)=ßy,

(iii) t/(1/) e AutB (R(x, y')), where/(j) is any polynomial that does not depend

on x, rf(y)(x) = x+f(y), rny)(y)=y.

The same definitions characterize the elementary automorphisms of R(x, y), the

free commutative and associative algebra of rank 2 (i.e. the polynomial algebra

over F, in some commuting independent variables x and y).

An automorphism is called tame if it is a product of elementary automorphisms.

Lemma 1. Let M and N be two nonzero homogeneous polynomials of R<2> so that

MN=NM. Then there exist a nonzero polynomial K ofR<2>, r, s nonnegative integers

and nonzero a, ß, X, p. e R so that the following is satisfied:

aM = XKr,        ßN = pKs.

Proof. If d(M) — d(N) = 0 then M and N reduce to constants and the result

follows by taking K= 1.

Let us assume now, as an inductive hypothesis, that the result holds whenever

d(N)^d(M)<m and let us prove it for the case d(N)^d(M) = m>0.

By the theorem of P. M. Cohn [2, p. 351] that states that the homogeneous

polynomials of F(x, y} (F the field of quotients of R) form a free multiplicative

semigroup, we know that (up to multiplication by constants) we can write M and N

as a product of irreducible factors and that decomposition is unique, order included.

It follows then from

(1) MN = NM

that there is a polynomial 77, d(H)^d(M), ae R, a#0 so that

(2) aM = NH.

In case d(M) = d(N), we have d(H)=0 and the result follows by taking K=M.

In case d(M)>d(N)>0, we have from (1) and (2) that NHN=NNH as A#0

and F<2> is a domain the following holds: HN=NH where d(N)<d(M), d(H)

<d(M) = m.

By inductive hypothesis there follows the existence of a nonzero polynomial K,

r, s positive integers and nonzero a, ß, X, p,e R so that aN=XKr, ßH=p.Ks. And

from (1) it follows that a'M=p.'Kr+s, a, p.' nonzero.

Finally in the case d(M)>d(N) = 0, N reduces to a constant and we may take

K=M. This completes the proof.

Corollary. Let P be a polynomial of R(x, jz> so that Px = xP. Then P=f(x).

The proof follows by applying Lemma 1 to the homogeneous components of

each term.
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Remarks. 1. Let <p be an endomorphism of F<2> defined as follows:

<p(X) = ax + by,   cpiy) = cx + dy,       a, b,c,de R,

where iad—bc) is a unit of F. Then <p defines an automorphism of F<2> and more-

over <p is tame. In fact : we have assumed that every invertible matrix with coefficients

in F is a product of elementary matrices.

2. Let q> be an endomorphism of F<2> so that

<pix) = a + Pix,y),   <piy) = b+Qix,y),       a,beR,

where F and Q are polynomials of F<2> that do not contain terms of zero degree.

Let </> be the tame automorphism of F<2> defined as follows:

</<x) = x-a,       >/>iy) = y-b.

Then <p' = <p ° <j> satisfies

<p'(x) = Pix,y),       <p'(y) = Qix,y);

i.e. we can assume that, modulo a tame automorphism, every endomorphism of

F<2> sends x and y into polynomials without terms of zero degree.

Lemma 2. Let <p be an automorphism of F<2> so that

<pix) = ax + by+Pix,y),
a, b,c, de R,

<piy) = cx + dy+Q(x,y),

and P and Q are polynomials ofR<2> which are free of terms of zero and first degree.

Let rpL( = linear part ofcp) e End (F<2>) be defined as

<pL(x) = ax + by,       <pLiy) = cx + dy.

Then <pL is an automorphism ofR<2}. Moreover Í<Pl)~1 = Í'P~1)l i = linear part ofcp'1).

Proof. It suffices to observe that <p_1 is given by

u = <p~\x) = a'x + b'y+P'ix,y), ,,,,,,    „
a,b , c ,d e R,

v = <p~\y) = c'x + d'y+Q'ix,y),

where F' and Q' are some polynomials of F<2> which are free of terms of zero and

first degree. Notice also that if M is a monomial of degree ä2, then all the terms

of M(u, v) are of degree ¿2. It follows then from <p-1 o <p(x) = x, <p_1 o cp(y)=y,

that the matrix (£.' %) is the inverse of the matrix (f d) which proves the assertion.

These lemmas and remarks show that every <p e Autñ (7?<x, y)) after combining

with a tame automorphism takes the form y(x) = x+P(x,y), <piy)=y+ Qfx,y),

where the degree of the lowest nontrivial terms of F and Q is at least 2.

Lemma 3. Let c and d be positive integers which are relatively prime, c^d; let

r, s be positive integers and let P=P¡d¿11, Q=Qrrd + 1 be two homogeneous poly-
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nomials of R(x,y), of degrees (sc+1) and (rc+1) respectively and constant x-

degrees (sd+1) and rd respectively, so that [P, Q]=PQ— QP = 0. Then either F = 0

or g = 0.

Proof. Let us assume that both F and Q are not zero. As they are homogeneous

polynomials which commute with each other, by Lemma 1, there is a nonzero

homogeneous polynomial K of degree k and nonzero constants a, ß, X, p. so that

aP=XKm, ßQ = pKn, m,n are nonnegative integers. As F and Q have constant

x-degrees, K also has constant x-degree, say dx(K) = h, with h^k = d(K), then we

have

(*) «**-+« = wr,   ßQrrÄi = p(Knn-

Notice that as (sd+1)^1 it is necessary that h>0. From (*) we get the set of

equations

(1) 1 = hm-sd,

(2) 1 = km-sc,

(3) hn = rd,

(4) 1 = kn — rc.

From (1) and (4) it follows that d is relatively prime to h and that r is relatively

prime to n ; so, using (3) we get

(5) d = n,        h = r.

If we multiply (1) by k and (2) by h we obtain

(1') k = khm — ksd,

(2') h = hkm-shc,

and subtracting (1') from (2') we get s(kd—hc) = h — k, which, using (5), becomes

s(kn — rc) = h — k. As, by (4), kn — rc=l, we finally obtain s = h — zV^O which is a

contradiction since j is a positive integer. That contradiction arises from the

assumption that both F and Q are nonzero so either Q or F is equal to zero. This

completes the proof.

Theorem. Let x+P and y+Q be two polynomials of R(,x,y}. Let P=P2+P3

+ • ■ • +Pm, Q= Q2+ Q3+ • ■ + Qn be the decompositions of P and Q respectively

into its homogeneous components, m^2, n^2. Let

Pr = F<« + F<» + •. . + F<r),        Qs = ß<0) + ß<» + - - - + Qf\

be the decompositions of Fr and Qs respectively into its components of constant

x-degree. Let us assume

(i)F(0>=ß<0> = 0,

(ii) [x+P,y+Q] = [x,y].

Then F = 0 and Q=f(x).
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Proof. We want to prove that Prk) = 0 for all 0 ̂  k S r, r ä 2 and that ßrÄ) = 0 for all

Oúh^r-l, rä2.

1. The relation (ii) gives a set of equations, between them:

r-2 min{rc,s-l}

sr: [Pilx,y]+2     I     FP-V», ÔH+[*> Q?-iu] = o
fc = 2 Zi=l

for r à 3,2 S s i r-1.

(Notice that as F(0) = g(0)=0 we suppress the cases /z = 0 and /z=i.)

2. <fr gives only [P^, j] = 0, z-^3. The corollary to Lemma 1 implies that

P^i'j is a function of y alone and since r—l^2 this is not the case and so F<i>1 = 0.

As a result F(1)=0.

Consequently if M =max {î/(P), i/(ß)}, 1 and 2 have reduced the problem to the

proof of the following assertion:

(iii) F^=ö^-1=0forall M^m^n^2.

3. For each pair of polynomials, (P£, ß*"1), M^a^b^2, define y(P£, ß*"1)

to be the rational number (¿> — l)/(a— 1).

C/a/'w 1. Let (¿—1) and (a—1) be two relatively prime positive integers. Then

xiPm, Qm~1) = ib— 1)/(û— 1), Mämä«;>2, if and only if there is a positive integer

rso that w = r(a-l)+l, « = r(è-l)+l.

The proof of Claim 1 is straightforward.

Observe that S={xiPm, Qm'1), M^m^«â2} is a finite set of rational numbers

and as such there is an inherited natural ordering between its elements, namely

that of the rationals. As a consequence we can prove (iii) by induction using the

ordering of S.

4. Notice that x(P¿, Ql¡)<XÍPm, ßm_1) for all M^m^n^2, unless m = M and

n = 2. Consequently as the first step of our induction we have to prove that F¿ = ßif

=0. We have

£\m- [P(m2\ QÏÏ] = 0,      ¿§+i'i tn2>, y] + [x, Qiï] = 0.

Using Lemma 3 for the case c — M—l, d=s = r=l, from <?2M we get that either

P{m or ß$> is equal to zero, and from <$'%, +y and the corollary to Lemma 1 it follows

that both Fg} and ß$> are zero.

5. Let us assume now that given (a— I) relatively prime to (b—l), M^a^b^2,

we have proved that (iii) holds whenever y(P£, Q„\~1) < (¿z — 1 )/(a —l),M^m^n^2.

We want to prove now (iii) for x(F„, Qm~~1) = ib- l)/(a- 1). In view of Claim 1 we

only have to prove that Pr(a-l] + i = ßrS-i)+i = 0 for any positive integer r. For this

purpose consider the set of equations ^l^,z\\X2 for all positive integers r.

A typical summand in &rrla-r>%\ is

[PrZ-ini-l Qhk\;       2úk^ ria-l), 1 £ A £ M * r(b-l).
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Claim 2. Either

(1) (r(Ä-l)-Ä)/(r(fl-l)+l-/r)^(o-l)/(a-l)or

(2) hj(k-l)Ub-l)j(a-l)

and in (1) equality holds iff equality holds also in (2).

Proof of Claim 2. If (1) does not hold it means that (r(b- l)-h)j(r(a-1)+1 -k)

>(b-l)l(a-l)oreise

(3) (r(b-l)-h)(a-l)>(b-l)(r(a-1)+1 -k)

which, after simplifying, becomes

(4) h(a-l)<(b-l)(k-l)

which is simply (2).

In the event of having equality in (1) it is clear that (3) and so (4) will also be

equalities, which completes the proof of Claim 2.

It follows then that in case (1) is a strict inequality we have P¡llZx\X2Zk = 0 by

inductive hypothesis; and in case (1) does not hold then (2) is a strict inequality

and so, again by inductive hypothesis, we obtain that Qk = 0. Finally there remain

the cases in which (1) and hence (2) are equalities, but that implies that ^a-llth

is a sum of terms which have the same x = (b—l)j(a— 1), i.e. «?rr(£líSÍ2 becomes

r-l

rpr(6-l)+l    ,,i  i    V   rp(r-n)(f>-l)+l    rtn(.b-l)      1  i   fv   /-)r(li-l)      1  _fl
lrr(a-l)+U JJt-  ¿^   Lr(r-n)(a-l)+l)  S¿n(a.- 1)+ lj T |X,  \¿r{a-l)+li  ~u.

n=l

We want to have

(k): F^iijli = Qkk{az\\+x = 0   for all positive integers k.

As we have a finite set of polynomials, there exists N so that (k) holds whenever

k>N; if we can prove that (N) holds, then by a repeated argument we will have

that (k) holds for all positive integers k.

¿IZ-lttl reduces to the single summand [P^t-ïlîl, Q%?a-\]+i] = 0 which, by

Lemma 3, for c = a— 1, d=b— 1, r = s = N, implies that either of the factors is zero.

Assume first that Qf&zî))+i = 0 and that P%¡lz\]%\íO. We can prove that in

this case

(iv) ß»2-i.+i=0 for all 0£h£N-l.

In fact for h = 0 we had assumed (iv) to be true. Let us suppose that (iv) holds for

all 0 á h < h o â N — 1 and let us obtain that it must also hold for h = h0. The equation

*Bri»lfc88.:lfcl reduces to the single term [PB&Z$tl, ßSWfeÄlB+il-O and, as
^wa = í)íí #0, it follows from Lemma 3, for c = a-l,d=b-l,s = N, r = N-h0, that

ß$=z$<riä + i=0 which is (iv) h = h0.

As we have obtained that (iv) holds for all 0 á h ̂  N- 1, equation £%$ z\)X2 reduces

to the single summand [P%$Z\\%\, J>]=0, and from here it is clear that PS¡a-íl*i

must also be zero (corollary to Lemma 1).

Using a completely similar argument we can discard the possibility that

QnIIzW + x^O and F^:1))íi=0 and consequently the only possibility that remains
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is that both of them are zero. This proves that Prr^zl]H = Qrr{az\] + y=-0 for all

positive integers r, which completes the induction and hence the proof of the

theorem.

Corollary. Let <p be an automorphism of R(x, y} so that ¡p(xy—yx) = X(xy—yx),

X a unit of R. Then <p is tame.

Proof. Notice first that any elementary automorphism of R(x, y~) keeps ixy—yx)

fixed (modulo a unit of R), so without loss of generality we can assume <p(x)

= x+Pix, y),<piy)=y+ Qix, y), where F and ßdo not contain terms of zero nor of

first degree (see Lemma 2 and the following remarks).

Let R(x, y) be the free commutative and associative algebra over F, with

generators x and y. Let a: F<x, y} -» R(x, y) be the unique P-homomorphism

which sends x into x and y into y. Define <p e EndB (R(x, y)) as follows:

fix) = c(<p(x)) = x + P(x, y),       $iy) = y+ Q(x, y).

It is clear that if <p is an automorphism of R(x, y} then <p is an automorphism of

R(x, y). So we may now apply Jung's Theorem [6] which says that every F-

automorphism of R(x, y) is a product of elementary automorphisms of R(x, y)

and we obtain that <p is a product of elementary automorphisms of R(x, y). Observe

that if Tr is an elementary automorphism of R(x, y) there exists a well-defined

elementary automorphism of F<x, y}, say n*, so that (7r*)~ =ir. Let <p* be a tame

automorphism of F<x, y} so that (<p*)~ =y>. Then <p=r o q>* where t is an auto-

morphism of F<jc, y} so that

(1) t = identity of R(x,y).

In particular we may write r(x) = x + M(x,y), r(y)=y + Nix,y), where M and N

are free of terms of the zero and the first degrees. It is also clear that rixy— yx)

=xy—yx and from (1) it follows that AF0) = A<0) = 0. Then by the theorem we

obtain the following equalities:

t(x) = x,       riy) = y + Nix).

But (1) implies that A(x:) = 0 and hence r = identity of R(x,y}. Consequently

<p = <p* which is tame. This completes the proof.
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